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When Maria Mies died, on 15 May 2023, I was re-reading
her work on India, to reflect on its contemporary relev-
ance for analyses of the world of work. I am profoundly
saddened that the first way in which I will use my notes
are to write this obituary. Yet, I am also profoundly hon-
oured to celebrate Maria Mies’ massive contribution to
scholarship and activism. A towering figure in the fields
of development sociology, feminist and ecofeminist the-
ory and politics, a life-long activist and vocal ally of
anti-imperialist movements everywhere, it is virtually
impossible to acknowledge all of Mies’ contributions in
a short tribute. Here, far more humbly and still feeling
the intellectual and emotional pain of her loss – I met
her only once in 2018, in Cologne alongside her part-
ner, eco-socialist writer and activist Saral Sarkar, and
remember our encounter with great fondness – I shall
limit myself to highlighting three key tropes in her in-
tellectual and political life journey that spoke and still
speak to me. I consider these tropes as gifts that she has
left us, to further nurture and develop, with that form of
highly political care labour that shaped Mies’ aspirations
towards a collectively envisioned ‘good life’.1

The first gift that Maria Mies leaves us is her under-
standing of capitalismas a global system reorganising life
and production at once, experienced differently across
the world economy, and centred on the home as the key
patriarchal site of labour-surplus extraction and struggle.
Mies is globally renowned for her book Patriarchy and Ac-
cumulation on a Global Scale: Women in the International
Division of Labour, originally published by Zed in 1986,2

and for proposing, in the words of Silvia Federici, who
wrote the forward to the latest 2014 edition, ‘a vision
of world history centred on the “production of life” and
the struggles against its exploitation’. Central to Mies’

thinking is the concept of housewifisation, that concerns
the ways in which capitalism structures patriarchy by
constructing women as housewives, homemakers and/or
subordinate reproductive labourers, eventually project-
ing this disadvantage onto the labour market.3

Whilst Patriarchy and Accumulation is undoubtedly
her masterpiece, Mies started developing some of the
key analytical categories that would shape her thought
a few years earlier, when she completed a shorter and
far more empirically grounded book published in 1982,
titled The Lacemakers of Narsapur: Indian Housewives
Produce for the World Market.4 The work at the basis of
this early book was funded by the International Labour
Organization (ILO) in the context of its World Employ-
ment Programme (WEP), which started in 1969 with the
aim of mapping the world of supposed unemployment
in what was then referred to as the ‘Third World’, now
renamed – a definition also marred by its own analytical
and political problems – the ‘Global South’.5 The main
contribution of theWEP is the ‘discovery’ of the informal
sector; a segment of the economy not characterised by
unemployment, as per the initial hypothesis by the ILO,
but by the underemployment of a large pool of people la-
belled in Keith Hart’s famous Kenya report as its ‘working
poor’, which would become a key subject of development
interventions and remains so to date.6 Yet, while far less
acknowledged in the development studies literature, The
Lacemakers was a groundbreaking contribution. In Nars-
apur, a small town in Andhra Pradesh, one could say that
Mies discovered how the whole world works.

In Narsapur, Mies understood that labour could be
organised in life spaces in ways that regenerated an in-
visible assembly line running across the reproductive
economy; a way of perfecting and fine-tuning the colo-
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nial putting-out system that infiltrated the home and
turned it into both a unit of subsistence and a manufac-
turing production unit.7 The system relied entirely on
the extraction and appropriation of women’s labour at
cheap rates, as lacemakingwas awoman’s preserve learnt
during the colonial period. Yet the whole decentralised
system of production was dominated by men, with mer-
chants towering over the top of the lace-making chain
and organising a complex spiderweb of contractors under
them. This homes-centred ‘diffuse factory’ was caste-
bound and classed, besides being gendered, with the ori-
ginal Christian former low-caste women lace-makers be-
ing progressively pushed out of the industry during the
export boom to be replaced with a larger pool of impov-
erished women from a variety of communities including
upper-caste ones.8 In short, as Keith Hart was coining
what became the key definitions and actors of the in-
formal sector or economy, Maria Mies was mapping its
internal mechanisms of exploitation, and its most invis-
ibilised gendered and racial aspects.

The domestication – or semi-domestication – of the
lacemakers of Narsapur was based on their represent-
ation as housewives and the representation of their la-
bour as housework, a key insight thatMies develops in the
conclusion–and in the last endnotes–of The Lacemakers.
It is here that she deploys the term ‘housewifisation’ for
the first time, a key concept that she then developedmore
fully in Patriarchy and Accumulation. ‘Housewifisation’,
Mies writes, ‘expresses more concretely the specifically
modern formof control overwomenoccurring in this case
than does the term domestication. I define housewifisa-
tion as a process by which women are socially defined as
housewives, dependent for their sustenance on the in-

come of the husband, irrespective of whether they are de
facto housewives or not… It leads to defining the bulk of
women’s subsistence work as non-work and hence open
to unrestricted exploitation’9.

Half a century on, housewifisation still defines the
lives of millions of women across the globe. In fact, it has
further extended its reach and role within contemporary
capitalist accumulation, as I and others have shown.10

First, in India, as elsewhere across the world economy,
the bulk of women’s employment continues being stat-
istically mischaracterised as ‘housework’ and excluded
from the computation of what represents employment
proper.11 Secondly, the regeneration of homeworking
within the world system–which was never to be a transit-
ory form of work eventually leading to ‘free’ wage labour,
as Mies wrote very clearly in The Lacemakers12 – has also
extended the analytical reach of housewifisation to men
too. Those performing ‘homework’, often situated at the
margins of increasingly globalised supply chains, also
see their labour devalued and represented as lying out-
side the ‘proper’ wage relation – indeed, a declination
of women’s work. Maria Mies’ work speaks to the organ-
isation of manufacturing in neoliberal times, and to the
many ‘forms of exploitation’ – to deploy an expression
by Jairus Banaji – that characterise it.13

The second trope in Maria Mies’ work concerns her
commitment to nature and the planet, by denouncing
and fighting the commodification, extraction and deple-
tion of human and natural resources imposed by capit-
alism. In fact, intersectional concerns on the ways in
which capitalism subjugates both women and nature
were already central to Patriarchy and Accumulation.
Yet, it is in the book Ecofemism, written with Vandana
Shiva, that they are more carefully spelt out. Mies’ and
Shiva’s Ecofeminism is aligned with the work of other
feminist scholars concerned with the environment, like
Françoise d’Eaubonne – who coined the term Ecofemin-
ism in the first instance – as well as Carolyn Merchant,14

Wangari Mathaai,15 Veronika Bennholdt-Thomsen,16 Ar-
iel Salleh,17 Ana Isla,18 Mary Mellor,19 as well as many
feminist Indigenous collectives across our planet, who
constantly write Ecofeminism by doing.20 It is another
ground-breaking text and political manifesto denoun-
cing the interwoven socially depleting, ecocidal features
of capitalism. Across the twenty essays of this text,
the authors connect patriarchal accumulation to the ex-
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propriation and plunder of our ecosystems, representing
women and nature as ‘the last colony’.21 Intrinsic to
Mies’ thought, here, is the immanent critique of mod-
ernity and its simplistic dichotomies, which nevertheless
shape reality as we know it so that:

[M]odern civilisation is based on a cosmology and an-
thropology that structurally dichotomizes reality, and
hierarchically opposes the two parts to each other: the
one always considered superior, always thriving, and pro-
gressing at the expense of the other. Thus, nature is
subordinated to man; woman to man, consumption to
production and the local to the global, and so on.22

At times wrongly trivialised as an analysis compar-
ing ad litteram the exploitation of women and that of the
environment – and a text that must be approached with
some sense of history23 – Ecofeminism is better read as
a pioneering analysis of the interconnections between
the social and ecological destruction caused by unbridled
capitalism. Ecofeminism provides an analysis of global
capitalist production that systematically cheapens the
work and lives of some communities (women, many of
whom are Indigenous, colonised and racialised people),
and also devalues the ‘fruits’ of nature, which are ap-
propriated through processes of brutal plunder and en-
closure often enforced against those same communities.
Here, the trope of a continuous, ongoing process of prim-
itive accumulation – which Mies already mentioned in
1982 in The Lacemakers, well before the systematic ana-
lysis developed by David Harvey on processes of accumu-
lation by dispossession24 – as affecting some people and
some lands is more carefully developed. One of the most
compelling contemporary avatars of Mies and Shiva’s
ecofeminist analysis is developed by Stefania Barca’s
Forces of Reproduction (2020), which illustrates the in-
terconnections between patriarchy, violence against In-
digenous communities and activists and ecocide.25

Given the ongoing, mounting violence against wo-
men, people of colour and our planet, and in the age of
global pandemics like the one we are still battling, many
of the insights from Ecofeminism could not remain more
compelling to contemporary decolonial debates and de-
growth arguments. Indeed, in later work with Veronika
Bennholdt-Thomsen, and drawing on decolonial and an-
ticolonial collective, anti-capitalist practices across the
world, Mies wrote the key elements of their book The
Subsistence Perspective: Beyond the Globalised Economy, a

utopian, radical alternative to the free-market industrial
systemwhichmust be dismantled.26 As signalled byAriel
Salleh in her forward to the 2013 edition of Ecofeminism,
‘[t]he call is for degrowth, commoning and Buen Vivir’.

Finally, a third trope in Maria Mies’ work we need
to carry with us is her unflinching commitment to anti-
colonial and anti-imperialist struggles and her prompt
denunciation of the neocolonial violence imposed by
international financial institutions on vast parts of the
world. Examples of her activism and allyship are numer-
ous, and choosing one to reflect on does feel arbitrary.
Yet, inspired by the desire to illustrate the contemporary
impact and significance of Mies’ work and political com-
mitments, I will do so. My choice speaks to the picture
chosen for this obituary, of Maria standing in front of an
anti-International Monetary Fund and anti-World Bank
banner. Mies started writing against International Fin-
ancial and Trade Institutions (IFTIs) already in the early
1970s, denouncing the neocolonial trade policies and
corporate logics promoted by the then General Agree-
ment on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), now World Trade Or-
ganization (WTO), the agrarian knowledge hegemony
exercised by agencies like the Food and Agricultural Or-
ganisation (FAO), and the financial plunder orchestrated
by the IMF and the World Bank.27 Today, as feminist and
ecological justice organisations worldwide continue mo-
bilising against IFTIs-imposed conditionalities and debt
and its repercussions on societies’ gendered fabric,28

or against global corporate socio-ecological plunder of-
ten involving the target-killing of Indigenous activists,29

Maria Mies’ analyses and activism could not appear more
relevant. They are intergenerational, intellectual and
political gifts that we need to carry with us and nurture –
for our life, our times.

Rest in Power, Maria Mies. You are now the seed.
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